Graded listening: The Survivor episode 6: Caught – level A2 – exercises
Monica is awake and Agent Kowalski is coming for her. This is the sixth and final episode of The Survivor.

Preparation
Do this exercise before you listen. Circle the correct definition of the words in CAPITALS.
1.

I will TAKE CARE OF everything!
a. be responsible for

2.

b. angry or sad

c. tired

b. say something will
definitely happen

c. help

b. say you are going to hurt
or do something bad to

c. say you are going to tell
the truth about

Agent Nick Kowalski, my name is Officer Brian Garner. You are UNDER ARREST.
a. taken into hospital

8.

c. really good

Why do this to me? Why THREATEN my brother?
a. say bad things about

7.

b. really bad

PROMISE me. PROMISE me my brother will be OK.
a. say something that is
not true

6.

c. bad, not right

Agent Kowalski, please do not make Monica UPSET. She is awake but she isn't well.
a. sick

5.

b. incredible, amazing

She woke up? That's WONDERFUL.
a. really surprising

4.

c. tell everyone about

I can see the plane now. Something's WRONG. Hey. Hey! It's going down.
a. interesting

3.

b. not worry about

b. officially made free

c. stopped and taken by
the power of the law

I want my LAWYER! Get your hands off me!
a. a person whose job it
is to help people with
legal questions

b. a person who helps
another person commit a
crime

c. mother

1. Check your understanding: true or false
Circle True or False for these sentences.
1.

Agent Kowalski is talking to the criminals.

True

False

2.

He knows where the money is.

True

False

3.

He sees the plane crash.

True

False

4.

Nurse Bryson tells Agent Kowalski that 'Jane' is awake but maybe she will die.

True

False

5.

Agent Kowalski wants to know where the money is.

True

False

6.

Monica knows he has been working with the bank robbers.

True

False

7.

Agent Kowalski says the bank robbers are his friends.

True

False

8.

Agent Kowalski is not really interested in the money.

True

False

9.

Officer Garner arrests Kowalski.

True

False

10.

Monica recorded the conversation with Kowalski.

True

False

11.

Monica is going to die soon.

True

False

12.

No one found the money.

True

False

2. Check your understanding: gap fill
Complete the story with words from the box.
money

job

robbers
criminal

brother
robbery

hospital (x2)

plane
survivor

coma

dollars

1.

It all starts when Agent Kowalski gets a new _______________ in the FBI Bank Robbery
Department. Agent Sanders is his boss.

2.

Sanders and Kowalski are working on a bank robbery case. Sanders is close to finding the
_______________.

3.

Agent Sanders meets Buddy. He says the _______________ know he is talking to Sanders. He
has the money and he is leaving.

4.

Buddy tries to escape in a _______________ but Sanders arrives. The plane takes off and Buddy
tries to take control from the pilot. The plane crashes.

5.

An ambulance arrives at the plane crash. They find one _______________ and take her to
hospital. She is in a _______________. They do not know she is Agent Sanders, so they call her
'Jane Doe'.

6.

After the plane crash, Agent Kowalski goes to the _______________. He wants to talk to 'Jane'
alone.

7.

Officer Garner is surprised to hear that the FBI have been to the hospital. He says maybe the
plane crash and bank _______________ are connected.

8.

Agent Kowalski goes to the hospital again. He tells Agent Sanders she has to tell him where the
money is or he will go to visit her little _______________.

9.

Agent Sanders wakes up. She tells Nurse Bryson that Kowalski is a dangerous _______________.

10.

Now Agent Sanders is awake, Agent Kowalski goes to see her for the last time. He wants the two
million _______________. Officer Garner arrives and arrests him. Agent Sanders is fine and will
be able to leave the _______________ soon.

Discussion
Did you enjoy The Survivor? Did you like the ending?

